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Uses spatial parameters to select scenes for downloading. Applies a selector to identify scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with reflectance = 30 - 70%. The application will download only these
scenes. Applies a Band selector to identify scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with band 15 (band 1) = 30 - 70%. The application will download only these scenes. Uses temporal parameters to
select scenes for downloading. Applies a selector to identify scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with future_dates = (30 - 60) AND (1 AND 2). The application will download only these scenes.
Applies a layer/layer_selector to select L1 sensor and L2/ALI sensor data values. Applies a Layer selector to choose scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with reflectance = 30 - 70% and valid
GLCM coefficients (coeff_0_5 and coeff_1_5). The application will download only these scenes. Applies a layer/layer_selector to select visible and near infrared values. Applies a Layer selector to choose scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes

with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with reflectance = 30 - 70% and valid NDVI coefficients (coeff_0_5 and coeff_1_5). The application will download only these scenes. Applies a layer/layer_selector to select near infrared and red edge data. Applies a Layer selector
to choose scenes with metadata include_flag_in_surface_ref = 1, select all scenes with includeb_flag = 1, and select only scenes with reflectance = 30 - 70% and valid NDVI coefficients (coeff_0_5 and coeff_1_5). The application will download only these scenes.
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if you received the following message, it is because you are trying to install adobe reader on a computer that is already running the free adobe reader. you can run the application by clicking the icon in the system tray, which is normally located in the lower right corner of the
screen. i have a problem with missing files and folders. if i use my usb-drive to download the files, i can see the files on the usb-drive. if i try to download the files via my lan, i get an error message saying that it couldn't find the files. to start your download, simply double-click
on the filename that you downloaded. the scenes will be downloaded in the same folder that you performed the bulk download in. the scenes will also be added to the "downloads" folder that you specified in the application. landsat level-1 imagery consists of scenes captured
by landsat, multiple satellites, using a scanning multispectral camera. the scenes are digitally composited into a digital surface model (dsm) with a radiometric resolution of 30 meters. level-1 images are used to monitor and assess the dynamic processes that are occurring on
earth’s surface. they are the most abundant data product, with more than 4,000 new scenes released every month. the data are available for free download from the landsat data continuity mission (lcm) web site, located at . the enhanced mosaic data product (emdp) is the
enhanced mosaic version of the digital surface model (dsm) for the imagery acquired by the landsat satellites. it uses the same 30 meter resolution as the dsm, but provides different surface reflectance values to improve the accuracy of the landcover classification. the data

products are used to monitor and assess the dynamic processes that are occurring on earth’s surface. the data are available for free download from the landsat data continuity mission (lcm) web site, located at . 5ec8ef588b
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